
A special thank-you to members of AMA’s

Flight Support Team. Our community

partners recognize that AMA onsite events

bring thousands of visitors during the flying

season who spend dollars in our community.

Their generous donations help AMA continue

to host the many competition events held

annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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Our last day: The fourth and final day

for the RC Aerobatic Nats actually

begins the evening before for the FAI

pilots. Days 1 and 2 of FAI are for the

Preliminaries. Day 3 is the semifinals. 

At the end of Day 2 the field is

narrowed and at the end of Day 3 the

field is narrowed even more. On the

evening of Day 3 those finalists get

together and two new sequences are

built. 

The criteria for building an

“Unknown” sequence are explained.

Numbers are drawn from a hat to

determine the order in which the

maneuvers are selected and then the first

new “Unknown” sequence starts to be

built with a centered maneuver. 

The pilot who selected #2 selects the

first upwind turn-around. Pilot #3 selects

the first downwind-centered maneuver.

And so it goes for the next hour or so

until the entire sequence is completed.

Then the whole process begins again

while the pilots in the finals build a

second “Unknown” sequence. 

I am putting “unknown” in quotes

because these two sequences are

obviously not unknown it the truest

sense of the word. They were just

unknown until that evening when the

maneuvers are selected. The pilots

pledge themselves not to practice either

sequence. Tom Miller sat at a

computer and was producing the Aresti

diagrams for each of these maneuvers

which were then projected onto a large

screen for everyone to see. At the end of

the meeting each pilot is given a copy of

both sequences and each sequence is

given for both wind directions. 

Such begins our last day, on the

evening of the third day. 

Day Four opens with the finalists in

Masters on Site 3 flying four more

sequences in a whole new contest. The

first three days and the previous six

rounds now only serve as an entry point

to the four rounds of finals. 

FAI is a little different but still

similar. Similarly, Day 4 is a whole new

contest for the

FAI pilots as well.

They will only go

back to a

semifinal round in

case of a tie in the

finals. 

FAI also flies

four rounds on the

final day, but they

have switched

from the P-11,

preliminary

sequence, to the

F-11, finals

sequence. This

will be flown

twice as well as

one flight each for

the two

“Unknowns.” 

Flying an

“Unknown” is

permitted with a

stick plane and so

you will see many

pilots flying their

stick planes and

making notes. At times you will see a

pilot or two doing what they call the

“Aresti Dance.” This is walking through

the maneuvers as if you are actually

flying them and flipping and turning

yourself as if you were in the airplane

doing a roll, loop, or snap.

So let the flying begin. Day 4 started

like the other three days and the flying

was spectacular, but by early afternoon

warnings were given for high winds and

severe thunderstorms. Everything was

broken down and many of us were off to

the museum for an interesting and

educational hour while we waited out the

storm. 

Unfortunately, due to the severity of

the forecast and the duration of the
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Receiving the Unknowns the night before finals.

Photos by Jim Quinn unless specified.



Ethan Chariandy is the
newest and youngest
Canadian to attend the
US Nats.

Harry and Rosemary
Ells from Canada.

storms, flying did not resume and the contest was called after the

first two rounds of FAI and three rounds of Masters. 

Masters finalists: Day 3 was not the kindest to the Masters

pilots. As the finals began, four of the eight pilots were flying

something other than what they started out with on Day one.

Three of the eight had entirely different airplanes that another

pilot loaned them for the finals. The fourth was using a few

borrowed parts from another contestant’s airplane to make his

complete once again. 

I was talking with Ed Alt later in the afternoon about how

gracious he was to loan his airplane to another pilot. Ed sort of

dismissed this amazing gesture as if just anyone would loan

another person an airplane costing thousands of dollars. But Ed’s

attitude is common among all the amazing and wonderful people

we see here at the Nats year after year. Yes, Ed, I was very

impressed with what you did, but as you said, it is what we do.

Canada: Before we get to the finalists, let’s bid our great friends

from north of the boarder a fond farewell. From our newest and

youngest Canadian, Ethan Chariandy, to our favorite couple

Rosemary and Harry Ells, and to all our friends up north, thanks

once again for gracing us with your presence. 

Ethan said he had a great time and flying here was a lot of

fun. He was impressed with how much room we have. Flying

against this level of competition energizes you to fly better than

your best, he said. There are really, really good guys here. He

was delighted to meet so many famous people and watch them

fly. 

A fresh look. Attending his first Nats, Paul Mathis did not come

as a competitor, but just as an observer. As an observer he

thought his week was very exciting and it was all he hoped it

would be and more! The size is awesome! 

Paul even got to fly his Sequence electric-powered airplane in

the evening after the competitors were finished practicing for the

day. He met so many nice people. 

He was most impressed with the great story of Houston

Schweitzer and his many fans or “uncles” as some describe

them—people like Ron VanPutte, John Fuqua, and Mike

Plummer who literally set Houston up to compete and then

brought him all the way from southern Florida for the week. 

Paul described this as a dream come true. We all dream

of coming to the Nats at one time or another, he said, but to

actually experience it is even better. 

“This is the Number 1 place for modelers to be! The

museum, well that is an extra gift, like whipped cream on top

of a dish of strawberries. The library blew me away,” he said.

“I now have a better appreciation for all AMA does for

us. The people here were the best part of it all. Too bad that

more modelers don’t come and have this experience. If you

like airplanes, this is the only place to be. One of the things

that impressed me most was how willing everyone is to share

time, talent, and resources with other competitors when

something breaks. I’ll be back.”
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The winners: Were you here for the day

like Wes Stafford, Anthony Abdualla, or

Pete Cosky? Or were you here for the week,

like most of the rest of us? Did you finish

first or last in your class or did you run a

line, or tabulate a score, or do a sound

check, or just simple run the whole show?

Give yourself a trophy because you are a

winner.

Congratulations to the winners in each of

the four classes supported here at the Nats. 

Intermediate: Keith Hoard

Advanced: Riley Kissenberth

Masters: Tony Frackowiak 

(Tony also won in 2009)

FAI: Andrew Jesky 

(Andrew also won in 2009)

Congratulations to our 2011 World

Championship Team:

Andrew Jesky  (Team Captain)

Chip Hyde

Jason Shulman

Brett Wickizer  (Alternate team member)

Albert Glenn  (Team Manager)

World Championships 2011: Start making

plans to attend the World Championships

for 2011 which are held right here at the

AMA International Aeromodeling Center.

Immediately after the closing ceremonies of

the World Championships we will be back

with the 2011 AMA National

Championships for RC Aerobatics as well. 

Dave Guerin: For the past seven years

we’ve had the pleasure to come to the Nats

and enjoy the steady hand of Dave Guerin

resolving every issue and dissolving every

challenge that came his way. Since he will

be heading up the World Championships for

2011, Dave is handing the responsibility for

our Nats to the very capable Rusty Fried.

Rusty shadowed Dave this past week to

get a little idea of the magnificent job Dave

has done for us over these past seven years. 

Thanks Dave for also letting us meet and

spend some time with your wonderful and

multitalented wife, Margaret. So the final

words for the NatsNews for R/C Precision

Aerobatics 2010 is “thanks Dave, thanks a

million! I wish there was a better, more

complete word to describe how amazing

your work here has been, but there is not,

so here is the last word of this edition,

thanks!

—Jim Quinn 2009 Masters winner Tony Frackowiak repeated his victory.

Riley Kissenberth placed first in Advanced.

First place in Intermediate went to Keith Hord.
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An Aresti sequence
shown on the
computer screen.

Jason Shulman accepts
Dave Guerin's

congratulations.

Andrew Jesky won
FAI for the second

year in a row.

William Ramsey
photo.



Matthew Kimbro's Axiome.
Ramsey photos.
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2011 Team is (L-R) Chip Hyde, Andrew Jesky, and Jason Shulman.



Team Manager
Albert Glenn with
Team Captain
Andrew Jesky.

Chip Hyde
receives his
award from

Dave Guerin.

Andrew Jesky.



Dave Guerin bids farewell until
next year. He will head up the World

Champs, leaving the Nats in the
capable hands of Rusty Fried.


